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Abstract
The US National Science Foundation has established a program to create a National Science,
Mathematics, Engineering and Technology Education Digital Library (NSDL). One of the subsidiary
NSDL libraries under development is the National Civil Engineering Educational Resources Library
(NCERL). The first phase of NCERL is the creation and collection of digital resources in three areas
of civil engineering—geotechnical (soil), rock, and water engineering (GROW). The concept of
interactivities guides the design, development, and evaluation efforts of the GROW digital
collection. This article describes the salient features of GROW, defines and discusses interactivities
as an emerging, integral part of teaching and learning in civil engineering education. Interactivities
take place at three distinct levels: the information resource, the collection, and the context. Very
simply, the concept of interactivities can be defined as the emphasis on structured representations of
interactive multimedia resources. Additionally, resources are designed with rich learning tasks and
organized in pedagogical collections supplemented with contextual information. Preliminary
evaluation of GROWNCERL using interactivities is briefly described.

Background
The Web has become the primary system for publication and dissemination of information anytime
anyplace. The growth of information on the Web has been phenomenal, but this growth has come at
a price. It has become time consuming and often frustrating to try to find quality information on
specific topics of interest. It is equally clear that most electronic resources mimic the print medium
and do not take advantage of the fluency, permeability, and interactive nature of digital media to
enhance learning. One way to alleviate information seeker frustration and to facilitate learning is to
develop digital libraries that let users discover and interact with quality digital resources on a 24/7
basis. One such digital library under development is the National Science, Mathematics, Engineering
and Technology Education Digital Library (NSDL), sponsored by the US National Science
Foundation (NSF). NSDL is envisioned as a network of learning environments and digital resources;
these are being systematically developed as subsidiary libraries to enhance the quality of science,
mathematics, engineering, and technology education. NSDL will provide integrated services while
subsidiary libraries will provide both content and services.
http://www.dlib.org/dlib/november02/coleman/11coleman.html
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A subsidiary NSDL library currently under development at the University of Arizona is the National
Civil Engineering Education Resources Library (NCERL). Phase 1 of NCERL is the creation,
collection and dissemination of quality educational resources in three subdisciplines of Civil
Engineering: Geotechnical, Rock, and Water engineering (GROW) [Note 1]. An interdisciplinary
team of educators, resource creators, librarians, computer and assessment specialists from different
units within the University of Arizona has been assembled to design and evaluate GROWNCERL.
These units are as follows:
College of Engineering and Mines,
University Library,
School of Information Resources and Library Science,
Computer and Communication Information Technologies, and
Assessment and Enrollment Research.
Potential Benefits of GROWNCERL
GROWNCERL is intended to be a digital library collection of quality civil engineering information
and resources. It will provide a knowledge base for citizens to become more informed about their
builtenvironment [Note 2]. It will facilitate rapid access to cuttingedge civil engineering
technologies and high quality education resources.
Civil engineers plan, build, construct, maintain and improve systems such as water, sewer, buildings,
hydropower and transportation on which we depend every day. The water we drink, the roads we
drive on, the bridges we cross, and the recreational facilities we enjoy all result from civil
engineering activities. Most people take these systems for granted, only paying attention when, for
example, the water doesn't taste good or the roads have potholes. People are stunned by natural
disasters from earthquakes, floods and hurricanes and, when such disasters occur, mourn the loss of
human lives and destruction to the environment. But, rarely do they understand and appreciate the
technology that helps to predict and prepare for the occurrences of these tragic events. The American
Society for Civil Engineers (ASCE) describes civil engineers thus:
"They build dams able to withstand the crushing pressure of a lake full of water. They
build bridges able to resist the forces of wind and traffic. They develop environmentally
friendly materials and methods, and they build things to last. So skilled is their work
that we rarely stop to wonder how they design the mammoth skyscrapers we work in,
the tunnels we drive in and the stadium domes we sit beneath." [ASCE, 2002a]
Large sums of money are spent on civil engineering activities every year. The US alone spends
billions of dollars each year on civil engineering projects [Note 3]. Nevertheless, ASCE recently
assigned a grade of D+ for this nation's infrastructure, and ASCE estimates that the US needs to
spend $1.3 trillion over the next five years on infrastructures. ASCE also called "for a renewed
partnership between citizens, local, state and federal governments, and the private sector" [ASCE,
2001]. An effective partnership can only be built if community leaders and stakeholder citizens
become wellinformed on issues regarding their builtenvironment. Similarly, cutting edge
technologies in civil engineering involving alternative materials and methods that can potentially
save time and construction costs can only be deployed if they become wellknown to practicing
engineers and other professionals.
Citizens are called upon to make decisions about the environment for which few have the necessary
scientific, economic and technological understandings. "More and more, public policy issues are
being swayed by arguments for which the scientific basis is questionable, at best" [Lane, 1994]. One
reason for this apparent lack of knowledge is that technology education is not woven into our
cultural and intellectual tradition, but it needs to be. We must prepare students for life in an
increasingly complex, high technology world, where we must sustain the ecosystems—both
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naturally found and manmade. Although there are many students who will not take formal science,
engineering or technical courses, these students must still develop an understanding and appreciation
for the application and influence of scientific principles and engineering technologies on their daily
lives.
Information and communication technologies, including the Web, have the potential to dramatically
improve the understanding of science and engineering concepts by embedding them in interactive
learning environments. Just as a poem, a painting, or a piece of music can be made accessible on the
Web, so can the science and engineering technology of everyday systems be made accessible.
Interactive Learning Environments and Information Behaviors
The design and development of GROWNCERL started with the following questions:
1. How can we provide an understanding of the base materials and resources pertaining to civil
engineering?
2. Using modern information and communication technologies, how can we enhance learning
about the structural systems that surround people in their daily lives?
3. How can we facilitate access and understanding of cutting edge materials technologies and
engineering advances?
4. How can we create and organize educational resources with the explicit goal of helping to
build a savvy workforce?
In addressing these questions, it became apparent that we need to enable GROWNCERL to
accommodate information behaviors that accompany and enhance learning [Note 4].
Typically, digital library design initiatives include some aspect of scenario planning or user modeling
to precede the software requirements and library development process. However, digital library
development is complicated by many factors, and since there is no such thing as a typical library
user, the task of user modeling for a digital library is complex. The features and functions of a digital
library are also harder to specify since the different communities who may access the digital library
have diverse needs. Therefore, modeling information behaviors and generating requirements based
on those models is more effective. For our modeling, we distinguish between three types of
information behaviors: information seeking, information searching, and information use.
Information seeking behavior is "purposive seeking for information" while information searching is
the "'microlevel' of behavior employed by the searcher in interacting with systems of all kinds."
Information use behavior consists of "the physical and mental acts involved in incorporating the
information found into the person's existing knowledge base. Therefore, it may involve physical acts
such as marking sections in a text to note their importance or significance, as well as mental acts
involving, for example, comparison of new information with existing knowledge" [Wilson, T.D.,
2000]. Information use behaviors for learning can be identified using any number of educational
theories. For example, using Bloom's Taxonomy of Educational Objectives, information use
behaviors may include: memorization, classification, categorization, comprehension, construction,
calculation, diagramming, and interpretation. [Bloom, 1956].
Libraries, whether traditional or digital, generally focus on providing solutions to the problems of
information searching/discovery by managing collections and developing services to support
searches and uses. Digital libraries, however, are expensive propositions and must be designed to be
widely usable; that is, information uses beyond mere information retrieval must be accommodated.
Educational digital libraries that support learning are quickly becoming important [Zia, 2001]. This
http://www.dlib.org/dlib/november02/coleman/11coleman.html
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is not an easy transition of library purpose, and many still question the importance given to the
learning uses of a library over its more accepted scholarship/research (information discovery)
functions. Nevertheless, the broad thrust and goals for developing the GROW digital library include:
1. Crossdisciplinary Collections: GROWNCERL will organize fundamental and high quality
civil engineering resources about three naturally found materials on earth: soil, rock, and
water.
2. Resources for Lifelong Learners: GROWNCERL will be a onestop shop on the Internet for
engineering information promoting lifelong learning. Accommodating lifelong learning means
recognizing that there is a shift from teaching to independent learning. This shift is
irrespective of whether the learners are disciplinary experts or novices. Learning objects in
GROW will serve educational levels categorized as: K12 students, K12 teachers, higher
education (college students and teachers), practitioners (working engineers and technicians),
and the general public (for example, homeowners).
3. RoundtheClock Access: The Internet is a 24/7 medium, i.e., available 24 hours a day, 7
days a week. Access to content will not be constrained by time limits.
4. Interactive Learning Objects: Internally created GROW resources are interactive,
multimedia learning objects that incorporate instructional design principles and theories.
5. Information to Be Used for Learning: GROW will support specific information behaviors
that underpin instruction and learning such as: information seeking, browsing, encountering,
foraging, sharing, gathering, filtering, and using. William Arms rightly noted that information
overload will be a major problem in digital libraries [Arms, W., 2000], and from the outset
GROWNCERL seeks to avoid this problem.
We wanted to keep these goals at the forefront of our development efforts and also embed concepts
for empirical usercentered evaluation into the design of GROWNCERL. Hence, we searched for a
single unifying idea to tie the disparate activities of design, development, and evaluation together—
an idea that would capture the imagination and bind project participants from different disciplinary
backgrounds with divergent, assorted vocabularies and terminologies.
John Dewey's "learningbydoing" is often used to provide the pedagogical theory behind the use of
computers for designing interactive learning environments [Dewey, 1916], and K. Wilson defined
interactive learning environments as:
"...environments that allow for the electronically integrated display and user control of a
variety of media formats and information types, including motion video and film, still
photographs, text, graphics, animation, sound, numbers and data. The resulting
interactive experience for the user is a multidimensional, multisensory interweave of
selfdirected reading, viewing, listening, and interacting, through activities such as
exploring, searching, manipulating, writing, linking, creating, juxtaposing, and editing."
[Wilson, K., 1992].
Interactivities emerged as our unifying idea and binding glue, and we use it to improve the definition
and description of information behaviors and tasks in digital libraries with interactive learning
environments [Note 5].

Interactivities
Interactivities: The GROW Conceptual Framework
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A digital library is made up of many components: collections, services, tools, and users are often
mentioned explicitly, while the interfaces to these components are invisibly subsumed. There are
many architectures and frameworks for design, evaluation and interaction described in the literature
[Note 6]. Recognizing that it is beyond the scope of GROWNCERL to experiment with these
architectures or develop varied interfaces, we focused on defining interactivities as our key design
and evaluation concept by starting with interaction and the properties of interactivity.
The Oxford English Dictionary (OED) defines interaction as "reciprocal action; action or influence
of persons or things on each other" and includes the Human Computer Interaction (HCI) definition
limiting the scope to information processing and flow of information between computer interfaces
and people. (OED Online). Information processing is a fundamental cognitive activity underlying
information uses such as learning. Caroline Arms, for example, notes that: "libraries have always
supported interactions with the fund of knowledge, interactions that come in many shapes and
sizes...Interacting with knowledge is what lifelong learning is all about" [Arms, C., 2000]. Thus,
when considering that our evaluation goal is user rather than system centered, interactivities rather
than interfaces or interactive learning environments emerged as a measurable way to design and
evaluate. Interactivities are simply defined as interactivity that enhances learning. Interactivities are
consciously designed and developed based on the pedagogical, technical, discipline, and social
dimensions of interaction between users and systems.
Interactivities have the potential to operate at several levels: the user and the digital object and/or
resource, the user and the managed collection, the user and services, the user and the library as a
single entity, and user to user. For initial efforts in GROWNCERL, we have confined interactivities
to operate at three distinct levels: the information resource (user to resource), the collection (user to
collection), and the context (contextual) and further defined it as the emphasis on structured object
representations, graphics and interactive animations of rich learning tasks in pedagogically organized
collections that are supplemented with contextual information. The following are key attributes of
interactivities:
Reciprocity  there must be a reciprocal action when the user does something.
Feedback  the amount and type of feedback provided to the user must be just right.
Immediacy  both reciprocity and feedback must be immediate and immediacy differs on task,
context, and user preferences.
Relevancy  relevance is calculated based on task and context.
Synchronicity  the degree to which users consider their input into system and system response
is felt to be simultaneous.
Choice  the user can always choose among alternatives.
Immersion  experiences are immersive.
Play  a sense of play is used to stimulate and motivate learning.
Flow  this is related to the user's cognitive flow and locus of attention.
Multidimensionality  the sensory experience has more than one dimension.
Control  the voluntary and instrumental action that users have over the outcome, or rate,
sequence, and type of feedback.
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These characteristics, from areas such as HCI and instructional design, and online consumer
behavior [Liu, 2002] are used to drive the design, development and evaluation of interactivities in
the GROWNCERL components, including the resources, objects, collections, interfaces, and
metadata..
Interactivities in GROW Collections: The Waterfall of Knowledge
Philosophers, economists, and cognitive scientists have classified knowledge in many different
ways. The emerging consensus is that data, information, knowledge, and wisdom all exist in
continua. The collections in GROW are focused on interactive, multimedia, educational resources
"storybooked" to emphasize active learning and provide learning experiences rather than merely
providing snippets of information. Each GROW collection consists of a hierarchy of learning objects
to meet the needs of users from K12 to continuing education for professionals. There is also another
underlying hypothesis in keeping with the development of learning objects: namely, that base
resources can be repackaged to provide quality information at the appropriate learning level.
GROWNCERL collections consist of four groups of learning objects: elements, learning units,
modules and themes (Figure 1). In the context of GROWNCERL, a learning object is "any digital
resource that can be reused to support learning" [Wiley, 2000]. Each learning object within a group
has properties that allow it to be reusable, selfcontained, aggregated and tagged with metadata.
General users interact with themes and modules, and developers/creators interact with all four
groups of learning objects. For example, a developer/creator may create learning units and/or
modules from elements using available authoring software such as Macromedia's Flash or
Authorware, and may then submit them to be considered for inclusion under a new or existing
theme. The submitted materials are peer reviewed before placement in the GROW collection.

Figure 1: Learning objects groups in GROWNCERL.
Element: An element is the most basic type of learning object. An element may be an image, text, or
data file, etc. For example, Figure 2 shows three elements (each of which is an image): an electronic
http://www.dlib.org/dlib/november02/coleman/11coleman.html
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scale, an oven and a metal cup. These elements can be used to make learning units.

Figure 2: Elements—images of scale cup and an oven.
Learning unit: A learning unit is the smallest selfcontained lesson that can be made from elements
and that has at least one learning outcome. Learning units within GROWNCERL are created using
interactive multimedia technologies. For example, a learning unit constructed using the elements
shown in Figure 2 provides a lesson on the determination of the weight of an object. The images of
the scale and cup were imported into Macromedia Flash 5.0 and scripted to enable the user to drag
the cup, place it on the scale, and view the weight, (as illustrated in Figure 3). The learning outcome
here is the determination of the weight of an object. Images of other objects can also be imported and
used to illustrate the weights of different objects. Other examples of learning units can be found
within GROWNCERL [GROW 2002].

Figure 3: Dragging a virtual cup to weigh it on a virtual scale.
Module: A module is a collection of learning units with one or more learning outcomes. The
learning units in a module can be sequenced to accomplish different learning objectives. For
example, a module constructed of learning units provides a virtual laboratory experiment where a
user performs a series of interactivities to determine the water content of different classes of soils
(e.g., clays, silts, or sands). The module uses learning units in turn built from the elements shown in
Figure 2 as well as other elements. Figures 4a, 4b and 4c illustrate a few of the steps (not in
sequence) a user follows to determine the water content of a soil. These steps are contained within a
Macromedia Flash 5.0 interactive movie created from learning units. The user conducts the virtual
experiment as if she/he were in a real laboratory. Other examples of modules can be found at
GROWNCERL [GROW 2002].
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Figure 4: Three of several steps in a module on the determination of the water content of a soil.
Theme: A theme is a collection of modules addressing a global topic within the three broad
collection areas. For example, one of the themes in GROWNCERL is 'Effects of Water on Soils'.
The current modules associated with this theme are listed below:

Theme: Effects of Water on Soils
Water is reputed to be the number one enemy of soils. It softens soils causing them to lose strength
and settle. Water in soils can cause mudslides, liquefaction, settlement of buildings, etc. Learn
about how water affects soils from the links below.
http://www.dlib.org/dlib/november02/coleman/11coleman.html
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Change of Phase
Physical states and index properties
Determination of Index properties
Determination of water content
How water affects the strength of soils?
Mudslides
Theme: Effects of Water on Soils.
In the theme "Effects of Water on Soils", the user can learn from a series of hyperlinked modules
(indicated by ). The modules provide learning experiences for a variety of related topics on the
influence of water on soils, from K12 level to graduate and professional levels.
There are three key characteristics of themes. First, the hierarchy of knowledge in the themes
provides learning flexibility and guided choices that allow a user to learn as much as he/she wants
using the various modules in GROWNCERL. Second, the modular structure allows users—in
particular educators—to select modules from within a theme (or from several themes) to build
his/her own library or course. Third, the themes and modules serve as gateways to additional links
on similar topics on the Web external to the GROWNCERL reviewed and ranked collections. The
theme organization provides resource supplements capable of bridging knowledge gaps between
what users want to know and what they need to know for learning to take place.
Interactivities in GROW Resources
Interactivities are consciously designed in GROWNCERL resources for resourceuser interaction;
for example, we can use heuristics to govern how interactivity can be increased or lowered for
learning. In that instance, interactivity is based on user factors such as cognitive learning styles,
gender, and cultural styles. In the first stage, however, we focus on cognitive learning styles that
have been shown to be important in developing good engineers.
Current GROWNCERL resources use graphics and flow of information primarily through
storytelling, to build the interactivities. The goal is to appeal to many learning styles and to enhance
learning. Why the emphases on graphics and storytelling? Engineers, particularly civil engineers,
practice the adage "a picture is worth a thousand words." Engineering projects require engineers to
conceptualize, visualize and realize. This is done first mentally and then physically through
engineering drawings. Civil engineering activities are also handson activities and include a
sequence of interactive events for success.
Consider the design and construction of a bridge. A civil engineer will create a mental picture and
will then draw sketches of the bridge before proceeding to calculations. When calculations are
completed, the results are then transferred to the drawings used for construction. After construction,
the public sees the bridge and then forms opinions based on its look and, in some cases, its
functionality. To enhance learning, our goal is to capture the functional environment of engineers as
well as the way the public perceives engineering works. By using animated graphics, we capitalize
on the informationrich environment provided by computer technologies to develop the visual
information processing capabilities of learners.
In general, engineering curricula are rigidly structured to meet accreditation requirements.
Engineering students, especially at the undergraduate level, rarely use conventional library resources
[Garfield, 2000]. In practice, engineers consult design and construction manuals, codes of practice,
and reports. These are obtained not from conventional libraries but from their employers' libraries,
government agencies and commercial entities. Using the powerful features of computer technologies
http://www.dlib.org/dlib/november02/coleman/11coleman.html
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to enable learningbydoing in the form of interactivities, the resources in GROWNCERL thereby
provide an alternative way of learning to conventional civil engineering learning. Table 1 lists some
important differences between lecture based, current approaches to learning and the approach using
interactivities.
FEATURE

CONVENTIONAL
APPROACH
Traditional types of materials:
lectures, textbooks, readings
(in terms of files, these are
images, text, etc.)
Controlled by Instructor

GROWNCERL'S
APPROACH
Type of Resource Used
Interactive Resources (can also
be called interactive
multimedia objects, diverse in
form, format, and function)
Presentation of Learning
Controlled by Learner; self
paced learning
Information Seeking
Passive; Can be defined as
Active; Learner has universal
Information Encounters for
access and can browse or
most students rather than active search the library to find
information seeking (student is related information resources;
presented the information in
address gaps in knowledge
class/lab and rarely seeks
information on this outside the
class environment)
Information Searching
In the traditional classroom or
Novice language to mediate
even distributed learning
technical areas; problem and
environment, students rarely
theme focused information
use the library
objects, gateways to world
wide digital resources
Information Uses
Highlighting, taking notes,
Perform rich learning tasks;
completing exercises
these can also be described as
mental and physical acts of
information use that are
facilitated through dynamic,
interactive animations/
simulations which stimulate
the user to learn by doing
Audience
Engineering majors
Lifelong learner
Access
Fixed by educational
Internet; Anytime/anyplace
institution and instructor
Table 1: Comparison of some features between conventional and GROWNCERL approaches
to learning (focusing on information behaviors)
With GROWNCERL resources, users actively participate in the learning process rather than
passively accumulate information. The modules provide selfpaced learning activities with
immediate feedback. Modules utilize a variety of media types including: interactive animation,
video, sound, images and text. Text is kept to the minimum required for a good understanding of the
information presented. Both audio and text are provided in many modules, and the user can choose
audio only, text only or both. Many of the modules may be modified by the user for local conditions,
and users can change objectives if necessary or desirable. In general, the modules offer the
following:
1. Introduction and objectives to provide the context of the intended activities and the expected
learning outcomes
2. Rich learning tasks to produce the learning outcomes
http://www.dlib.org/dlib/november02/coleman/11coleman.html
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3. Reinforcement to alert the user to essentials or main points
4. Summarization of the information within the module
5. Exploration of information seeking to further learning (by provision of links to sites with
related information)
6. Selfevaluation through a quiz or similar assessment tool.
A variety of programming tools are used to develop the interactivities of learning resources in
GROWNCERL. These include commercial animation and authoring tools from Macromedia such
as Flash 5, Authorware 6, Director 8.5 and Dreamweaver ultra dev.
Interactivities Example in a GROWNCERL Module
One of the modules in the theme "Virtual Geotechnical Laboratory" is a virtual laboratory test called
the "Virtual Consolidation Test", which is used to determine settlement of soils. The consolidation
test is a common laboratory test in undergraduate civil engineering curricula and is generally one of
about ten required laboratory tests conducted over one semester for a course value of one credit hour.
This test is very timeconsuming and can last from two to seven days. Unfortunately, due to time
constraints students often only have time to actually carry out a threehour part of the test. Below, a
brief description of this consolidation test is given to illustrate how interactivities have been built
into a virtual lab test module to enrich studentlearning experiences at the userresource, user
instructor, and userinterface levels of interaction. More details about the virtual laboratories are
available in Budhu [2000a, 2000b, 1999a, 1999b, and 1999c] as well as at GROWNCERL [GROW
2002].
Because sample preparation requires at least 3 hours, in physical consolidation tests sample
preparation is not normally done by students but rather by teaching assistants, instructors or
technicians. In the virtual consolidation test, all the procedures—including sample preparation—are
simulated in a 3D laboratory environment and can be performed by the students.
The instructional methods and steps followed in developing the virtual consolidation test are those
proposed by Gagné, Clark, and Felder and Silverman [Gagné, 1995, Clark, 1989, and Felder and
Silverman, 1988]. These include: gaining attention, informing students of the objective, stimulating
recall of prior knowledge, presenting the stimulus, providing learning guidance, eliciting
performance, providing feedback, assessing performance, enhancing retention and transferring
learning. Interactivities related to gaining attention and presenting the stimulus are described in the
following:
Gaining a user's attention. In the virtual consolidation test, the leaning tower of Pisa is used
to capture a user's attention as shown in a screen shot in Figure 5. This figure also shows the
main menu items that the student can select prior to conducting a test.
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Figure 5: A screen shot of a frame that is intended to gain a user's attention by relating the test
to a popular situation.
Presenting the stimulus. Guided interactivities are used to simulate all the actions a
technician would take to conduct a consolidation test. For example, the user is guided through
an interactive sequence to prepare a soil sample for testing by extracting a specimen of soil
from a sample tube. The user places the tube in the jack and extrudes a small part of the
sample by activating the jack handle. Using a cutter, he/she then cuts out the top part of the
soil (Figure 6) and then continues with further extrusion and sample preparation.

Figure 6: The user is prompted to move a cutter to cut out part of a soil sample during sample
preparation.
Guiding the user with rich learning tasks. Once the sample is prepared, the user is guided to
assemble the testing apparatus, set up the soil specimen in the apparatus and conduct the test.
Two screen shots of the interactive sequence of setting up the apparatus and the soil specimen
are shown in Figures 7a, and 7b. The user applies the desired loads, observes the test results
and is guided to interpret the results and apply them to a practical situation. Users can explore
various loading or initial soil conditions to address "whatif" situations. During each stage of
interpreting the test results, the user is prompted to insert calculated values, and these values
are checked automatically. If after three tries the user is unable to get the correct answer, the
http://www.dlib.org/dlib/november02/coleman/11coleman.html
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detailed solution is displayed. Quizzes are interspersed within the virtual laboratory. A record
is kept of the score and user performance.

Figure 7: A screen shot of an interactive sequence in setting up (a) a soil specimen in a cell and
(b) the consolidation apparatus.
Physical laboratories in engineering programs require significant investments in real estate, and
equipment costs have also been steadily rising. Because of this, some universities are finding it
difficult to maintain and update existing laboratories. In universities with large undergraduate
enrollment, it is practically impossible to have enough equipment and space for each student to fully
carry out experiments.
Contextual Interactivities
Contextual interactivities in GROWNCERL are defined as the ability to discover definitions and
visualize integrated maps of scientific classifications and nomenclature, along with layman's terms
and novice language, for any concept or phrase used in a resource. These interactivities generally
operate at the usercollection level interface and are provided by developing two tools, a glossary
and a thesaurus, and creating a new form of interactive resource, the concept map:
Glossary: A glossary of terms that defines technical words used in all the resources is
available to the user at all times.
Thesaurus: A thesaurus of terms and phrases maps the subject concepts and relationships for
soil engineering. Entry terms, nonpreferred terms and preferred terms serve as access points.
For example, insitu stress is a concept that can be studied as part of a soils laboratory test, or
rock engineering fundamentals. For the novice trying to understand the context, it will be
useful to show disciplinary relations through the thesaurus structures and relationships of in
situ stress (broad terms, narrow terms, scope notes). Other types of affiliations that can be
shown include: measurement/instruments, materials/objects, and process/phenomenon.
Concept Map: Concept maps can be automatically extracted from both the user performance
interaction logs and from learning resources. They can be presented subsequently to users to
help them make sense of their own learning and progress. A draft concept map of one learner's
view of the concept of stress and relation to the overconsolidation ratio is shown below in
Figure 8.
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Figure 8: Example of a concept map of one user's performance on interactivities in virtual
consolidation.
Other contextual interactivities: Information seeking and searching behaviors, both
purposive searching and browsing, are enabled by a search interface that will allow searching
on every piece of metadata/text for each resource and browsing through the use of subject
theme topics, in the three collections areas.

Evaluation
Like design, evaluation of a digital library is a complex matter. Educational evaluation carries
expectations of transformations achieved in terms of learning or competencies gained. Furthermore,
empirical evaluation of digital libraries is needed to support the findings that 'library' features (what
we have defined as contextual interactivities and distinguished from resource interactivities) do
promote learning. The NSDL Evaluation Workgroup, individual projects, and the Association of
Research Libraries (ARL) are identifying some of these metrics [Note 7]. For example, usage data
can be collected regarding how many resources and objects are in the library, as well as how they are
used and how often they are used. Less frequently, data is collected that reveals the nature of the
digital resources stored, objects presented and used, or the kinds and nature of interactions users
have with digital objects [Note 8]. As an NSDL subsidiary library, GROW is constrained by design,
development, and evaluation choices that have already been made for subsidiaries (for example, the
decision to use Dublin Core (DC) metadata elements). Hence, our initial evaluation efforts are
strictly grounded in seeing how our definition of interactivities needs to be refined in measures that
can be developed for evaluation of learning and systematic understanding of information behaviors
along the different userinteraction levels. To do this, we have undertaken some pilot studies and
tests. These are briefly reported below and summarized in Appendix 1 as digital library components,
their evaluation, design goals, and interactivities.
Evaluation of Interactivities in GROW Resources
Currently, our concept of interactivities has reached its fullest potential in the virtual laboratories.
Many of the GROW virtual laboratories have been, and continue to be, used at several universities
worldwide. Previous evaluations have been conducted at the University of Arizona and elsewhere to
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determine whether these virtual laboratories enhance learning and retention. Preliminary assessment
data from these evaluations are encouraging. For example, evaluation at the University of Arizona
showed that students who used the GROW modules were subsequently able to better perform tests in
the physical labs and have better understanding of the concepts learned than did students who did not
use these virtual labs before they used the physical labs. However, conclusive assessment of the
effectiveness of the virtual labs should not be made until comprehensive evaluations at different
institutions over several years are completed. User testing of resources based on the interactivity
properties identified is currently in the planning stages.
In the spring of 2002, we compared the use of one of the virtual GROW labs, the Consolidation lab,
with its physical counterpart lab. Data from this study shows that contextual interactivities in the
form of entry vocabularies and categorizations may facilitate yet another level of usercollection
interaction. Novice vocabulary needs to be linked with the expert or scientific terms commonly
found in thesauri and manuals. We plan to extend the study to other virtual labs in GROW.
Evaluation of Interactivities in GROW Resource Selection
Resource selection is an important digital library task for those who maintain libraries. Following the
NSDL model, GROWNCERL resource selection is also a distributed activity, whereby the
continuing collection development of the library rests in the hands of an expert and volunteer
community. Therefore, we wanted to make resource selection meaningful as well as easy, and we
explored how the process of initial interactive resource selection might be at least partially
automated. Our current resource selection process manually collects freely accessible resources on
the Internet using the following criteria for resource selection:
1. Is the resource relevant to education in Civil Engineering? (The ASCE Keyword List to the
CEDB [ASCE, 2002b] provides the definitive list of topics.)
2. Does the resource function relatively well? Is it bugfree?
3. Has the URL been accessible at least twice in two different weeks?
4. Does the URL begin with http:// ? (GROWNCERL does not want resources that begin with
ftp://, etc.)
5. Is the resource available in fulltext?
6. Is the resource available at no charge?
7. Is the resource from an authoritative source? (Authority is defined loosely at this point as
domain expert.)
8. Is the resource attractive, interesting, current and informative? (Currency is defined as an
update/revision within the last full year.)
9. Is the resource interactive? (Does the resource require the user to do something else besides
just scrolling pages or clicking on hyperlinks?)
10. Does the resource include at least two different formats? (For example, does it provide text
and images, text and datasets, text and movie, or text and audio?)
11. Is the resource archived or stored on the server from which it is currently available? (If it is
only mirrored or linked, try to find the current and primary site where the resource is located
and use that URL.)
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12. Is there a contact name and address for the resource?
13. Is the resource fully in English? (GROW currently does not include materials in any language
other than English.)
Our feasibility test with these criteria has just ended. Twentyseven selectors used the above criteria
to find resources on specified topics such as, seepage of water through soils, determination of
hydraulic conductivity, stressstrain behavior of soils, and more. While over 400 resources were
selected over a 30day period, a survey of the resources shows that less than half of these resources
can be considered truly interactive. A preliminary definition of interactive resources includes only
criteria # 9 and # 10 above. These two properties can be also be thought of as structural properties in
resources and identified automatically.
Evaluation of Description of Interactivities in GROW Metadata
GROWNCERL is using the Dublin Core (DC) metadata [DCMI, 2002]. We supplement the
standard 15 DC elements (title, identifier, creator, publisher, contributor, date of publication, subject,
description, format, type of resource, relation, coverage, source, language, and rights) with four
elements of description from the IEEE LOM protocol [IEEE, 2002]. Note that IEEE LOM is
implemented as the IMS Metadata for Learning Resources [IMS, 2002]. The four IEEE LOM
elements include: type of interactivity, audience, duration, and level of interactivity. While we have
yet to formally evaluate the usefulness of these elements and values, which are taken directly from
the standard, preliminary feedback suggests that these elements and values need to be supplemented
with much more robust definitions and vocabularies for interactivities. In other words, an indepth
checklist to help metadata creators identify 'interactivities' in resources is needed. We are in the
process of creating such a checklist using the properties of interactivities such as flow, locus of
control, etc. The difficulty is in coining standard and objective values to describe these features such
that metadata creators can use them or automatic metadata generation tools can extract them.
Evaluation of Interactivities in GROW Interface
Schneiderman defines universal usability as having more than "90% of all households as successful
users of information and communications services at least once a week" [Schneiderman, 2000].
Three challenges to universal usability are technology variety, diversity of users, and the gaps
between what people know and what they don't know. Universal usability will help libraries continue
their long tradition of upholding universal access to information and we are interested in
incorporating this into our evaluation efforts of the GROWNCERL interface. Our study participants
will include all our end user groups and the metadata creators, resource selectors, and peer
reviewers. We hope to start such an evaluation next year using refined definitions of interactivities.

Conclusion
GROWNCERL seeks to fill a niche in digital library research by integrating design and evaluation
efforts using interactivities. We have a preliminary definition of interactivities and we have used the
concept to define the nature and characteristics of interactive resources, the usable interface
properties needed by at least two different categories of users (learners and community library
developers) to successfully interact with them, and the contextual interactivities that enable
interactive information use to enhance scientific and content learning.
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Notes
[Note 1] Geotechnical engineering involves the use of fundamental laws of physics to understand the
mechanical behavior of soils for the design of earth systems such as foundations, dams, tunnels and
slopes. Rock engineering is similar to geotechnical engineering except the material is rock rather
than soils. Water engineering involves works relating to the design of reservoirs, rivers, dams,
drainage and irrigation schemes.
[Note 2] Builtenvironment may be defined as manmade environmental infrastructures.
[Note 3] For example, in 1999, $59.4 billion was spent on roads and highways while another $5
billion was spent for bridges.
[Note 4] Learning is defined rather broadly to mean "the alteration of behaviour as a result of
individual experience. When an organism can perceive and change its behaviour, it is said to learn"
(from Encyclopædia Britannica). The term "information behaviors" is also defined broadly as "a
state in which one may or may not act on the information received." [Chatman, 2000].
[Note 5] See the MIT OpenCourseWare (http://ocw.mit.edu/index.html) and Open Knowledge
Initiatives (http://web.mit.edu/oki/) for interactive learning environments. There is also a Journal of
Interactive Learning Research, (http://www.aace.org/pubs/jilr/default.htm>) and many conferences
on this topic. It is, however, not a new pedagogical approach as the Socratic art of question and
answer mode of instruction captures the essence of interactivity.
[Note 6] For example, the KahnWilensky framework defines the design of digital objects for
services and focuses on mechanisms that assist in the discovery and retrieval of those objects [Kahn
1995] and Choudhury et al. have proposed a framework for evaluating digital library services
[Choudhury et al., 2002]. However, Hansen notes that information access tasks in digital libraries
pose special interaction and interactivity challenges for user interfaces in digital libraries that
transcend information retrieval research [Hansen, 1998]. Digital library applications require a wide
variety of interfaces; these interfaces may control simple tasks such as presenting digital objects for
learning or more advanced tasks such as controlling the level and amount of interactivity. Therefore,
when considering information behaviors and interactive learning environments, usable interfaces
become the first bridge for design and evaluation efforts. A similar effort is the Interaction
Framework that has been used at the New Zealand Digital Library project to tie user studies and
design efforts [BryanKinns et al, 2000].
Many different types of user interfaces exist for digital library tasks that underlie reading, including
searching, collecting and manipulating, and these have been discussed in the literature. For example,
Belkin reports on research about interactive information retrieval [Belkin, 1993], and Schneiderman
discusses how textual manipulation tasks include highlighting, searching, cutting and pasting, and
hyperlinking [Schneiderman, 1998]. Visual interfaces for digital libraries are also emerging as viable
alternatives [WeissLijn, 2001]. Winograd has proposed a highlevel humancentered interaction
theory that is moving us away from the desktop and towards immersive information environments
accommodating three important properties of human interaction: objectbased perception,
individualdependent interpretation, and actionperception coupling [Winograd, 2001].
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[Note 7] See ARL New Measures Initiative [ARL, 2000] and NSDL Evaluation Workgroup [NSDL,
2002].
[Note 8] B. Wilson notes the link between usability and evaluation [Wilson, B., 2002] and Morse
summarizes evaluation protocols for complex information management systems such as digital
libraries [Morse, 2002].
[Note 9] Usability is always an evaluation and design goal for a DL and can be adequately evaluated
when data on three variables is collected with about three to five users performing a goaldirected
task: 1) the time the task takes, 2) the error rate, and 3)the users' subjective satisfaction. In the initial
phases of design, such formative usability testing is informally conducted. Reuse of "elements" is
also another design goal but is not included here.
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Appendix 1
DL Component

Evaluation Goals

Design Goals

Interactivities

Status

Users (interface)

Performance of tasks
which include:
• Resource
Selection
(community
volunteers)
• Metadata creation
(community
volunteers)
• Labs (endusers 
eng. students)

Usability
Some Constraints:
Diverse categories:
• Community
resource selectors
and metadata
creators
• Content learners
(end users) in first
phase are college
engineering majors
• Content developers
are engineers and
• Librarians
• System developers

1. Resource
selection

Pilot studies
completed.

•
•
•
•
•

Content
developers
Librarians
(including
Community
reviewers/
metadata creators)
End users
(learners)
Library
developers
(including
designers &
programmers)
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3. Virtual Labs.
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Resource (interface)
(information resources
that are created or
displayed to user)

Collection
(interface)
(made up of objects
and resources in topic
areas)

Services/Tools
(interface)
Seek
Search/Browse
Use

Improve learning

Quality

1.
2.

Precision (rather
than recall)
Improve
understanding of
scientific concepts

High Interactivity
Some constraints:
1. Fast downloads
2. Diverse in learning
outcomes, form,
format, function

1. Rich Learning
Tasks

Technical Relevance
Some constraints:
1. Topic: Soil, Rock,
and Water Engineering
2. Pedagogical scope:
element, learning unit,
module, theme
3. Reviewers:
Volunteers from the
Community

1. Display
(predictability of
arrangement across
the three
collections)

1.
2.

1. Glossary
2. Thesaurus
3. Concept Maps
(contextual
interactivities)

Interoperability
Retrieval
effectiveness &
efficiency

Pilot studies
completed

(usertoresource)

In planning

2. Collection
Assessment
(usertocollection)

In planning

Design and Evaluation Goals for Interactivities in GROW (Phase 1, January 2002September
2003)
See Note 9 in the Notes section of this article.
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